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O God,  

I give thanks for each and every one here.  

We need one another.  

Coming together,  

holding on to one another in spiritual community, is a saving grace in the midst of horror.  

Help us act on the impulse to look each other in the eyes, offer tender gestures of solace,  

say, "I love you."  

We have been shaken,  

in shock, stunned,  

sometimes numb and confused.  

Many of us have sometimes felt overwhelmed, helpless, angry, sad, afraid.  

Many of us have been weeping,  

sometimes waking, trembling, in the night, sometimes, absorbed in every detail of the news, 

sometimes, returning to the daily routine, focused on an ordinary task, 

sometimes feeling our tasks are trivial, sometimes detached and disinterested, 

sometimes, stopping to play, 

and then flooded again with feeling, 

riding these waves.  

The waves will continue  

as we learn the numbers, the names,  

see images of their funerals  

and hear the stories of more people who died.  

As we experience the events of the week, there is much we have in common. 

We also move through the waves of emotions differently. 

We see things differently. 

We pray for patience and care with one another.  

I pray we stay calm and listen 

and speak responsibly. 

Let us not be torn apart.  

People deal differently with emotions. 

A flippant or rude or sarcastic word 



may be someone trying to cope. 

Let us be patient with one another.  

So many hearts are heavy; 

So many bodies and spirits weary.  

Many have been touched deeply by images - last words, cell phone calls, saying, "I love you;" a 

couple joining hands, jumping out a window; eyeglasses on a desk in a burned out office of the 

Pentagon; people holding photographs of their loved ones, walking the streets, searching hospital 

patient lists; the baby girl, named Hope, born Friday, daughter of a missing firefighter .  

We mourn and pay tribute to those who have died, we pray for those who are injured,  

those who are missing,  

and for all their loved ones.  

Assure us: Love is stronger than death.  

We pray for the emergency workers, the firefighters and police, doctors and nurses, the 

counselors, the news reporters, all the volunteers.  

We give thanks for all the stories,  

the heroic, life-risking, life-giving, loving acts, all the small and immensely significant ways, 

people are reaching out to one another --  

diverting a plane from its target, 

waiting eight hours in lines to give blood. 

using hands to act on what is in hearts, working round the clock. 

offering a hand, a shoulder, a sandwich, a prayer.  

Now we are aware of the fragility of life. 

We speak more freely, more often our love. 

We remember what is most important. 

May we shift our lives to live them more aligned with our values.  

We are moved by people around the world sharing our grief-- in England, people singing our 

National Anthem; in Palestine, school girls standing for a moment of silence to honor those who 

died; 

the musician in a Vancouver Memorial Service, weeping as she played the violin. 

the German woman crying, saying "We are all Americans today;" Transylvanian Unitarians 

praying in church for us; They fly the black flag in the towers of their churches, because, they 

say, our funerals are theirs as well.  

Many of us are hurting, so sad,  

sometimes edgy, anxious, irritable, depressed.  



At first, on Tuesday morning, God, 

I wanted to wrap up in a blanket,  

curl up in a ball, a cocoon, stay at home, watch the news. 

I got up, out of the house, into the car. 

I wanted to show some tenderness to the people I passed. 

I waved, and they waved to me. 

I came to church. 

Our bookkeeper Ernestine hugged me, and I sobbed. 

Other people came into the church. 

We sang and each offered our prayers. 

We held each other and cried.  

Help us resist isolation - 

ourselves, our country.  

Bring us into community, into global alliance.  

Let this church be a place for public prayer, healing, community discussion, community service.  

Many of us are angry.  

All the world's religions condemn violence, the slaughter of women and men and children. 

The attacks here were evil acts. 

Those responsible will be held accountable, the individuals and their supporters, 

but, we pray, not whole countries, not whole religions.  

Keep us from rage, vengeance, prejudice, destructive acts of retaliation.  

We are afraid. 

We fear we are not safe.  

We know now the fear others round the globe live in routinely.  

Are the airways, the roads, the bridges safe? 

Are our homes, our loved ones, our children safe?  

We fear what might follow - further acts from terrorists  

and from our own country -- 

an endless cycle of violence.  

We pray for patience.  

We pray for wisdom for our leaders. 

Keep us from adding to the world's terror.  

We pray that our fears will not lead us.  



We pray that our highest values lead us-- the dreams of our founders, the Constitution, the Bill of 

Rights, freedom and democracy. 

Keep us holding our country's ideals as we act to preserve them.  

We pray for Middle Eastern Americans. 

May we greet our Arab and Muslim neighbors, companion them.  

Our Unitarian Universalist Association President Bill Sinkford met leaders at the American 

Muslim Council in Washington, D.C.  

Let us grow in interfaith and cross cultural understanding and relationship.  

We pray for our unborn and newborns, 

for children, all the children of the world.   

We want a world of safety, of beauty, of freedom, of peace.  

We pray for compassion.  

We pray for peace.  

I love this country.  

I pray that somehow we see how others see us.  

In war, landmarks are attacked. 

Symbols of what a people hold most precious are destroyed.  

Attacked here was the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. 

How have we shown ourselves as holding most precious the stock piling of money and weapons?  

Tuesday, September 11's San Francisco Chronicle, delivered before our world changed, 

headlined, "War Without End," 

reporting on Vietnam's continuing war horrors -- deformed fetuses and malformed and 

misshapen bodies of children as a result of exposure to Agent Orange, the sweet-smelling 

defoliant U.S. armed forces sprayed in South Vietnam.  

We could list a whole litany of atrocities, evil acts committed by the U.S. government.  

Some in the world surely see us as privileged, using more than our share of the world's resources 

to isolate ourselves, safe in towers of wealth, secured by weapons.  

Just last Sunday in our prayers, we mourned the U.S. withdrawal from the international 

conference on racism in South Africa.  



No matter what may have provoked  

the atrocities of Tuesday morning, 

the attack was evil. 

Each life lost was unique and sacred.  

Unite us as a world against evil acts, 

against even more loss of innocent life.  

All human beings are capable of evil. 

We know this is not the whole of who we are.  

Let the good prevail.  

Let the good multiply.  

Lead us to show the world and ourselves what we really hold most dear-- 

not weapons, not wealth, 

but compassion, community.  

All those acts of kindness, of goodness, of love are who we human beings, all human beings, 

most truly are-- strangers embracing, 

hands picking through rubble, passing from person to person, a bucket brigade of selfless 

service, 

the outpouring of gifts, 

the generous sharing of supplies, 

the parents and teachers weeping with children, all those adults and children talking together.  

Destiny Arts in Oakland is a multicultural arts center, for children's empowerment and 

nonviolence training. 

In response to the week's events, 

children discussed what were facts and what assumptions, expressed feelings, 

shared ways to take care of ourselves  

when we feel powerless or angry or sad. 

They role played passive, aggressive, and assertive action, spoke what they believe, 

how they could represent what they stand for, and what their own actions can be in response to 

the attack.  

Lead us to make commitments,  

Lead us to take actions for what we believe. 

In London at St. Paul's Cathedral, the Archbishop of Canterbury said the World Trade Center is 

gone,  

but "another older American icon was not submerged.  

The September morning sun continued to shine on the Statue of Liberty,  

her torch raised like a beacon...  

a symbol of all that is best in America."  



Let us live up to our symbols,  

Let us live up to our best.  

Give us the courage to speak calmly and firmly when we hear others pervert religious values and 

American values, 

blaming the evil on gays, lesbians,  

supporters of reproductive rights and civil liberties. 

Give us the courage to speak calmly and firmly.  

With memories of the past, many are praying they or their children will not be drafted.  

At the same time, some are volunteering for military service. 

People long to give meaning and purpose to their lives.  

Elders must show the young respect, responsibility, purpose.  

The people who committed these atrocities also wanted meaning and purpose.  

People want to dedicate their lives, live their lives, for something larger than themselves.  

Help us name for one another creative, life-giving purpose.  

Give meaning to our lives. 

Hold up for us how we can serve goodness and quicken us in our resolve.  

I give thanks for community, 

for shared worship, 

for shaping worth together, 

for people learning to stay in community through disagreements, letting go sometimes of 

personal preference, holding the common good, 

finding God's presence in one another.  

No matter what, 

we must not let our fears keep us  

from being the people we are called to be.  

Hold us fast to a vision of beloved community, rooted in love, 

resulting in justice.  

Lead us and the world to learn how to share resources, to understand how the health, the safety 

of any one is intimately intertwined to the health, the safety of all.  

Lead us toward knowing we are all one.  

Let us never underestimate what each of us offers. 

Our words, our actions, our presence matter. 

Let us live lives worthy of this beautiful earth and all her creatures.  



I have witnessed us this week 

letting go of our egos, of our small selves to open to our expansive, biggest, best selves.  

May each of us know our place in creation, our part in the ever flowing stream of love, 

sustaining the universe-- our belief and action making this love true.  

When in doubt of what we are to do, 

Let us, let me,  

keep times of quiet and listen for your voice, God.  

O God, in some not too far off time, 

shine thy grace, crown thy good 

from sea to shining sea  

to shining sea to shining sea 

all around this fragile, beautiful, blue green earth.  

O God, hear our cry.  

Amen.  

 


